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ON A 2-DIMENSIONAL EINSTEIN KAEHLER SUBMANIFOLD

OF A COMPLEX SPACE FORM

YOSHIO MATSUYAMA

Abstract. In this paper we consider when a Kaehler submanifold of a complex

space form is Einstein with respect to the induced metric. Then we shall show that

(1) a 2-dimensional complete Kaehler submanifold M of a 4-dimensional complex

projective space P4(C) is Einstein if and only if M is holomorphically isometric to

P2(C) which is totally geodesic in P4(C) or a hyperquadric Q2(C) in P3(C) which

is totally geodesic in PA(C), and that (2) if M is a 2-dimensional Einstein Kaehler

submanifold of a 4-dimensional complex space form A/4(c) of nonpositive constant

holomorphic sectional curvature c, then M is totally geodesic.

Let M" be an «-dimensional Kaehler submanifold of an (n + /^-dimensional

complex space form Mn+P(c) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c. Let

P"+P(C) be an (n + />)-dimensional complex projective space with the Fubini-Study

metric of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 1, and let C"+p (or D"+p) be a

complex (n + /?)-dimensional Euclidean space with the usual Hermitian metric

(resp. the (n + p)-dimensional open unit ball in C"+p with the natural complex

structure and the Bergman metric of constant holomorphic sectional curvature -1).

Any m-dimensional complex space form is (after multiplying the metric by a suitable

constant) locally complex analytically isometric to Pm(C), Cm or Dm, according as

the holomorphic sectional curvature is positive, zero or negative. We consider the

following question:

When is M Einstein with respect to the induced metric?

The answer is known in the following cases:

(l)/> = l(Smyth[8]).
A complete hypersurface M of P" + 1(C) is Einstein if and only if M is holomor-

phically isometric to P"(C) or a complex hyperquadric Q"(C).

A complete and simply connected hypersurface M of C"+1 (resp. D" + l) is

Einstein if and only if M is holomorphically isometric to C" (resp. D").

(2) A complete intersection submanifold (Hano [3]).

A complete intersection submanifold M" of P"+P(C) is Einstein if and only if M

is P"(C) which is totally geodesic in Pn+p(C) or a hyperquadric Q"(C) in Pn+1(C)

which is totally geodesic in P"+P(C).
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In this paper we consider the case of n = 2. We show

Theorem A. A complete Kaehler submanifold M2 of P4(C) is Einstein if and only if

M is holomorphically isometric to P2(C) which is totally geodesic in P4(C) or a

hyperquadric Q2(C) in P3(C) which is totally geodesic in P4(C).

Since   for   each   n > 1   there   exists   a   Kaehler   imbedding  /:   PX/2(C) -*

P"+<"('! + 1)>/2(C) (O'Neill [7]), the codimension of Theorem A is best possible, where

1/2 of PX/2(C) denotes constant holomorphic sectional curvature.

Theorem B. Let M2 be an Einstein Kaehler submanifold immersed in M4(c), c < 0.

Then M is totally geodesic.

1. Kaehler submanifolds. As in the introduction, let M" be a Kaehler submanifold

of M"+P(c). And let / be its Kaehler immersion (i.e., holomorphically isometric

immersion). Let J0 (resp. J) be the complex structure of M (resp. M) and let g0 (resp.

g) be the Kaehler metric of M (resp. M). In order to simplify the presentation we

identify, for each x g M, the tangent space TX(M) with/*(Tx(M)) c Tf(x)(M) by

means of/*. The normal space Tx (M) is the subspace of Tf(x)(M) consisting of all

X g Tf(x)(M) which are orthogonal, with respect to g, to the subspace f*(Tx(M)).

Since f*g = g0 and 7% = /*° J0, where J0 is the almost complex structure of M,

the structures g0 and J0 on TX(M) are respectively identified with the restrictions of

the structures g and J to the subspace /*(TX( M )). With this identification in mind we

drop the subscript 0 on g0 and J0. Let V (resp. V ) denote the covariant differentia-

tion in M (resp. M ), and let V ± denote covariant differentiation in the normal

bundle.

With each £ g T^(M) is associated a linear transformation of TX(M) in the

following way. Extend £ to a normal vector field defined in a neighborhood of x and

define — A^X to be the tangential component of Vxi f°r X g Tx(M). A(X depends

only on £ at x and X. Given an orthonormal basis £X)... ,| , £,„ = Jt;x,...,£p* = J£p

of TX(M). We write Ax = Ac and call the Ax's the second fundamental forms

associated with £x,.. .,£_, ¿j*,... ,i-p, are now orthonormal normal vector field in a

neighborhood U of x, they determine normal connection forms saß, taß in U by

(1.1) V^£0 = £^a(^)^ + £íí8a(X)^,,       saß + sßa = 0,taß-tßa = 0

ß ß

for X g TX(M). Let S and p be the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature for M,

respectively. Then we have the following relationship (in this paper a, ß, y run from

1 top and X, p run from 1,.. .,p, 1*,... ,/>*, except when noted) [5]:

(1.2) VXY= vxY+o(X,Y),

(1.3) o(X,Y) = Zg(AxX,Y)tx,

(1.4) g(AaX,Y) = g(AaY,X),   Aa.=JAa,   AJ=-AJ,

(1.5)  (v^jy - I^i*)V - LtPa(x)JAßY
ß ß

= (vYAa)X - ¿Zsßa(Y)AßX - £tßa(Y)JAßX—Codazn equation,

ß ß
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(1.6)
n + 1

CI-2T.AI,

(1.7) p = n(n + \)c — ||a||

where X, Y are tangent to M, a is also called the second fundamental form of/, and

/, 11er11 denote the identity transformation of TX(M), the length of a, so that

Hof = 2£ traced.

2. Proposition. Let M" be a Kaehler submanifold of M"+P(c).

Definition. For x g M, the first normal space, Nx(x), is the orthogonal comple-

ment in TX(M) of the set N0(x) = {£ G Tx(M)\Ai = 0}.

Proposition 1. Let M2 be a 2-dimensional Einstein Kaehler submanifold of

M2 + 2(c). Then dim Nx(x) # 2.

Proof. We assume that dim Nx(x) = 2. Then dim #,(y) > 2 in a neighborhood

U0 of x. In terms of codimension M = 2 we have dim #,(>>) = 2 in U0. Choose local

orthonormal vector fields £ls £2, /£,, /£2 so tnat a symmetric (4,4)-matrix (trace

AXA^) can be diagonalized.

Let 12= {ex, e2, ex» = Jex, e2* = Je2) be an orthonormal basis for TX(M) with

respect to which Ax is diagonal of the form

la \

ß
— a

~ßl
Ax =

By means of

g(A2ex,e2.) = g(A2e2,ex,),

g(A2ea»,eh») = -g(A2ea,eh),        a, b = 1,2,

A 2 is represented by the matrix

/ axx      aX2      an»       aX2. >

iX2      a22      aX2m       a22.

\fl12*       fl22* û12

Since M2 is Einstein, i.e., S = (p/(2 dim M))I, we have

•12

'22/

a = ii -f.(2.1) A\ + A\

From trace^j^lj = trace AXA2* = 0 we have

(2.2) ana + a22ß = 0,

(2.3) axx,a + a22,/? = 0.

Case 1. ¿zu = a22 = an. = a22. = 0. Then A\ = (a\2 + aX2»)I. Thus from (2.1)

we obtain a2 = ß2, i.e., A2 = a2/. Then

Ai'*Uh'A Í1+Í2
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A, o A
il + ^2

°A2

=   J2= A
d+Jt

•4

^Íl+^Í2   ~  AÍ1+JÍ2°AU+Í2-

Hence Ax, A\ +i  and A\ +/i can be simultaneously diagonalized. We may assume

that from the beginning we choose such a basis £2. Then we obtain

'Í1+Í2 ni A n  — J\.-\J\-j    \   A'jJx-i

aX2a «12/5

\ax2.a - ax2»ß

A2 — A1 — A2
*ti+JÍ2      Al       A2

— ax2,a aX2*ß

0

\

Therefore

aX2a - ax2ß

ax2a + aX2ß

0

-ax2*a + al2,ß

0

— a12»a — a12*/?

0

— aX2a + aX2ß

0

0

— a12»a + aX2,ß

0

a12a + a12/3

0

-a12a + ax2ß

0

■a12»a — aX2mß

ax2,a - ax2.ß

0

ax2a + aX2ß

0

«12«

•air«a

a120

a12./8

/

a12a + ax2ß = 0,    a12a - aX2ß = 0,

a12*a + ax2mß = 0,    a12»a — ax2*ß = 0.

Since we may assume that (a ß) =£ 0, we obtain aX2 = a12, = 0. This contradicts the

assumption that k = 2.

Caje 2. (au a22 au» a22*) ^ 0. Since ^2 is diagonal, we obtain

(«11 + Ö22)öl2 +(«11*  + «22*)«12*  = 0,

(a22. - an»)a12 +(an - «22)a12» = 0.

If (aX2 ax2t) # 0, i.e., axx + axx, = a\2 + a\2», then we can put A\ = a2I, where

a2 = axx + a\2 + a2,, + a22» = a22 + a22 + a22» + a22*.

Combining this fact with (2.1), we have a2 = ß2, i.e., A\ = a2I. Then we have

Ai°Al+(2 = Ai+h°Ai>

Al°Al+J(2 = Al+Jt°An

lu+i °A¡ °Aj
'Íl+^2 ^il+Jíl      ^Íl+Í2-

Thus by the same argument as Case 1 we know that the case of (ax2 a12.) ¥= 0 cannot

occur. Thus we may assume that aX2 = aX2» = 0. Then from (2.1) we have

(2.4) a2 + a2xx + a2xx. = è||a||2,

(2.5) ß2 + a\2 + a\2, = \\\o\\2.

Multiplying (2.4) (resp. (2.5)), by a2 (resp. ß2) we have

(2.6) a4 + a2!«2 + a2x

(2.7)

W\\°\\\
ß* + a222ß2 + al2.ß2 = \ß

2 _ io2|.
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Using (2.2) and (2.3), we get from (2.6) that

(2.6)' a4 + a\2ß2 + a\2,ß2 = |a2||a||2.

Subtracting (2.7) from (2.6)', we obtain

(«2-/?2)(«2 + /82-i||a||2) = 0.

If a2 # ß2, then from (2.4) and (2.5) we have

!ß2

A\ =
ß:

*2I

Hence we know that det Ax = det A\. Since we have

det Ax = a2ß2,    det A2 = a\xa\2 + a\xa\2, + a\x*a\2 + a\x»a\2,,

we obtain

(2.8) a2ß2 = a\xa\2 + a\xa222* + a2xx,a\2 + a\x*a222..

On the other hand, from (2.2) and (2.3) we have

(2.9) «11«22* — «11*«22 = 0,

since we may assume that (a ß) ¥= 0. Combining (2.8) and (2.9), we obtain

(2.10) a2ß2 = (axxa22 + axx,a22,)2.

If aß = axxa22 + axx,a22., then multiplying (2.2) by a and using (2.9), we have

axx(aj2 + a22») = 0;    i.e.,    axxa2 = 0.

Similarly, we have

a22(a2i + alx») = 0;    i.e.,    a22ß2 = 0,

axx*(a\2 + a22») = 0;    i.e.,    au»a2 = 0,

«22* («n + «n* ) = °;    i-e-'    «22*/^2 = 0.

Hence, we obtain

<a2

ß:

\ ß:

I a n\
'22

\«22*/

= 0.

Since (axx a22 au» a22») # 0, we have aß = 0. Assume that aß # 0. Then from (2.10)

we have aß + axxa22 + axx,a22» = 0 and

o(ex,ex) = a£, + au£2 - an.£2*,

o(e2, e2) = ß£x + a22i2 - a22.£2..

Hence, we obtain

g(a(ex,ex),a(e2,e2)) = g(a(ex, ex),a(e2, e2.)) = 0

and a(ex, e2) = 0. On the other hand, from (2.1) we have

(2.11) \\o(Ea,Ea)\\   +\\o(Ex,E2 m a = 1,2,
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(2.12) g(a(Ex, Ex), a(Ex, E2)) + g(o(E2, E2), a(Ex, E2)) = 0,

(2.13) g(a(Ex, Ex), a(Ex, E2J) - g(o(E2, E2), a(Ex, E2J) = 0,

where {Ex, E2, Ex., E2*} is a suitable local orthonormal frame around x such that

Ej = e ■ at x,j = 1, 2,1*, 2*. Then from (2.11) we have

g( v¿ (o(Ea, EJ), o(Ea, EJ) + g( v¿ (a(Ex, Ej), a(Ex, Ej) = 0,

i.e.,

g(vxL(o(Ea,Ej),a(ea,eJ) = 0    at*.

Since a(ex, e2) = 0 at x, we have [5]

(v'xa)(ea, ej = V ft (°(Ea, Ej) - a( VxEa, Ej - a(Ea, VxEj

= Vx-(o(Eu,Ej)-2g(vxEa,EaJo(eu,eaJ,

where   V'  denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the connection in

(tangent bundle) © (normal bundle). Hence, we obtain

(2.14) g{{v'xo)(ea,ej,o(ea,ej) = 0.

From (2.12) and a(ex, e2) = 0 at x we have

g(v¿(o(E1,E2)),o(ex,ex))+g(v)t(o(Ex,E2)),<,(e2,ej) = 0.

Using (2.11) and

(2.15) (Vxa)(ex, e2) = V¿ (a(Ex, Ej) - g( VXEX, E2)a(e2, e2)

-g(vxEx,E2Jo(e2,e2J - g(vxE2, Ex)a(ex,ex)

~g(vxE2, ExJa(ex,exJ,

we obtain

g(( Vxa)(ex, e2), a(ex, ej) + g( VXE2, Ex)\\a(ex, ex)\\2

+ g(( Vxo)(ex, e2), a(e2, ej) + g(vxEx, E2)\\o(e2, e2)( = 0,

i.e.,

g((vxa)(ex,e2),a(ex,ex)) + g(( Vxa)(ex, ej, a(e2, ej) = 0.

Since from (2.14) we obtain

s({ v;,o-)(ít, e2), a(ex, ex)) = g(( V¿o)(ex, ex), a(ex, ex)) = 0,

we have

g({v¿°)(ex,ex),o(e2,e2)) = g(( V^a)(ex, e2), a(e2, ej) = 0.

Similarly, from (2.13) we have

?((v;2.o)(e1,e1),ff(e2)e2)) = 0.

Hence,

g({ v;o)(ei, ex), a(ex, ex.)) = g(( Vfr)(elt ex), a(e2, e2j) = 0.
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Thus

(2.16) (ve'o)(ei,e1) = 0   at*.

Similarly, we obtain

(2.17) {v¿o)(e2,e2) = 0    at*.

Since aß(a2 - ß2) # 0, aß(a2 - ß2) #0 in a neighborhood U of x. Using the

minimal polynomial of Ax, we can show that {X\AXX = yX) is differentiable (e.g.

[4]), where y is the eigenvalue of Ax. Thus we may assume that Ax is diagonalized

with respect to {Ex, E2, Ex,, E2»} in U. Then we have

g(a(Ex,Ex),o(E2,E2)) = 0.

Thus

g( v¿ (<>(£,, EJ), "(¿2> £2)) + g{°(Ei> £i)< V¿ (a(£2, £2))) = 0.

Hence,

g((v;ia)(e1,^1),a(e2,e2)) = 0,

i(( v;o)(*2, e2), a(e,, ej) = 0    at x.

Therefore we know that V 'a = 0 at x. On the other hand, from the equation [6]

|A||a||2 = llv'all2 - 8 trace (£^12)2 - £ (trace A^)2 + 2c||a||2,

we obtain ||a||2 = 0 [5]. This is a contradiction. We know that the case aß + 0 and

aß + axxa22 + axx,a22, = 0 cannot occur. By the similar argument with the above

case we know that both cases aß = 0 and a2 = ß2 cannot occur. This completes the

proof.

3. Proofs of Theorems A and B. From Proposition 1 we know that k < 1.

Proposition 2. Nx(x) has constant dimension on M2.

Proof. If the second fundamental form a(X, Y) = 0 for all x g M2, then Nx(x)

has constant dimension 0, and the proofs are complete.

Suppose that a(X, Y) ¥= 0 at x0 g M2. Let U be a neighborhood of x0 on which

a(X, Y) # 0. Then Nx(u), w g U, has constant dimension 1 on U. Since M2 is

Einstein,

la \
A   = a

\ -a!

where a = (l/2v^")||a||. This implies a is constant on U. Consider the set S defined

by

5= ( x ^ M2\a(x) = a(x0)}.

Since a is continuous on M2, we know S is closed. However, the above argument
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implies 5 is open. Since x0 G S, we know S ¥= 0 ; so the connectedness of M2

implies 5 = M2. Hence, a = a(x0) on M2, and Nx(x) has constant dimension 1 on

M2.

In the case where Nx(x) has constant dimension 0, M2 is totally geodesic. To

complete the proofs of Theorems A and B, we must show that when Nx(x) has

constant dimension 1, we can reduce to codimension 1.

Let U be any coordinate neighborhood of M2. We choose orthonormal normal

vector fields £x, £2 on U so that £l5 £2, ■/£,, J£2 span T„ (M2) for any u g ¡J and

such that £1; J£x span Nx(u) for any w g U. We then prove

Proposition 3. For any x g U and X g TX(M2) the following equations are true:

®V¿Íi-tll(X)Jil,
(ii) Vxi2and VXJ£2 g span{|2, /£2}.

Proof. Equation (1.5) says that
2 2

(v^2)y- £i/ï2(*)v- IteWV
(8=1 ß=l

is symmetric in X and Y.

Since ^12 = 0, VXA2 = 0 and (1.5) can be written as

(3.1) sx2(X)AxY + tx2(X)JAxY = sx2(Y)AxX + tX2(Y)JAxX.

We can choose X, Y linearly independent vectors so that A, X = a X and A x Y = aY,

since dim M = 2. Then (3.1) becomes

(3.2) 512(JSr)aF+ i12(Ar)a/y= s12(T)aZ+ tX2(Y)aJX.

But A', F, /A', JY are linearly independent, so (3.2) implies

(3.3) sX2(X) = tX2(X) = 0.

A similar calculation shows that (3.3) holds for a vector X, so that AXX = —aX,

and, hence, (3.3) holds for all X g TX(M2). We recall that
2 2

(1.1) V¿{,- £ syß(X)Cy+  Y.tyß(X)Jty,       ß = 1,2.
Y=l Y-l

Then 5^y = — i?y/3 and r^   = ry/3 and (3.3) imply that for ¿8 = 1, (1.1) becomes

V¿ÉX = tu(X)JÍlt

proving (i). For the same reasons, for ¿8 = 2, (1.1) becomes

(3.4) v/£2 = i22(A-)/£2.

Then v^" /£2 = J( Vx £2) and (3.4) proves (ii).

Proposition 3 implies Nx(x) and N0(x) are invariant with respect to V_L.

Propositions 2 and 3 and the following lemmas complete the proofs of Theorems A

andB.

Lemma 4 (Cecil [1]). Let f: M" -» Mn+P(c) be a Kaehler immersion of M" into

M"+P(c). Suppose Nx(x) has constant dimension k and is parallel with respect to the

normal connection. Then there is a totally geodesic (n + k)-dimensional submanifold

M" + k(c), such thatf(M") c M" + k(c).
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Lemma 5 (Chern [2] and Smyth [8]). Let M " be an Einstein Kaehler hypersurface

of M" + 1(c). If n > 2, then M is totally geodesic in M or S = (n/2)cg, the latter case

arising only when c > 0. Moreover, the immersion is rigid.

Proof. See, for example, [6, p. 95].
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